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Siemon & Salazar has been designing and producing hand blown glass vessels and lighting
fixtures in Southern California since 1999. The studio’s aesthetic reflects the evolved
craftsmanship of the Muranese tradition coupled with the balance and restraint of the
Scandinavians. Caleb Siemon and Carmen Salazar met while undergraduates at the Rhode
Island School of Design. Caleb focused on glass, Carmen on sculpture. After RISD, Caleb
trained with a renowned master glass blowerin Venice, Italy, while Carmen moved to San
Francisco, where she worked for an environmental land artist, metal and glass sculptors, and
horticulturalists.
After a two-year Murano apprenticeship, Caleb returned to California and built his own
Italian-style studio. He enlisted the help of a group of friends, which included Carmen.
“I thought I was just going there for a month or so,” she says, “but here we are, almost
two decades later.” An ever-changing collection of visiting artists helped shape the studio’s
design and approach. During these early years, Caleb honed his skills in glass while Carmen
earned a Masters in Architecture from SCI-Arc.
Today the workshop is more streamlined, but the collaborative mindset persists.
“Glassblowing is a team sport,” says Caleb. “It requires a united effort from multiple people
to create one design.” Every piece is hand formed by the team, and all custom metal
components are fabricated and finished locally.

LIFORNIA

Caleb and Carmen draw as much inspiration from the medium as they do from the place
where they live and work. “We always start with an idea but remain flexible to allow for
the natural qualities of the material,” says Caleb. “The element of the unknown has always
attracted me to glass, and to California, for that matter,” says Carmen. “There’s a tangible
sense of adventure, as well as beauty, layered within the landscape. We try to embrace that.”

P R O D U C T S

bronze barnacle barrels with brass chain

clear barnacle urchin

T H I C K B A R N A C L E
P E N D A N T S
This series revels in the material. These
thick crystal pieces focus on the way glass
forms and light play with each other.
Unique light refractions animate any
surface nearby. Extremely hot molten
glass is manipulated by hand to create
ridges and valleys. No molds are used
and each piece is unique. Hand blown
and shaped in lead free crystal.

clear barnacle barrel
24-34-48
8”T x 6.5”W

*UL listed line voltage fixture
*MAX WATT 25 incandescent
*Please see accessories pages for options

clear barnacle cone
24-58-48
8.5”T x 6.5”W

clear barnacle urchin
24-59-48
5.5”T x 7”W

stone orbs

B A N D E D O R B
P E N D A N T S

moss orb
25-44-121
9”T x 9”W

stone orb
25-44-122
9”T x 9”W

aqua orb
25-44-51
9”T x 9”W

These striking pieces draw inspiration
from the rich hues and undulating
topography of Southern California.
Alternating layers of opaque and
transparent colors are applied to clear
glass. Overlaps create opportunities for
new colors to be formed, which adds to
the depth of the pieces. The intense color
is then complemented by the simple
shape. Hand blown and shaped in lead
free crystal.
*UL listed line voltage fixture
*MAX WATT 40 incandescent

cranberry orb
25-44-41
9”T x 9”W

amethyst orb
25-44-52
9”T x 9”W

amber orb
25-44-53
9”T x 9”W

*Please see accessories pages for options

lattimo teardrop & droplet
with flattened cylinder, round vase & closed bowl

L AT T I M O

PENDANTS

This grouping is a variation of the
banded line. The name refers to the
Italian technique of lattimo or milk glass.
These pieces focus on their forms rather
than their color. Two opaque swathes of
color are wrapped around a clear crystal
bubble. Hand blown and shaped in lead
free crystal.

white/ivory
orb
23-44-19
9”T x 9”W

*UL listed line voltage fixture
*MAX WATT 40 incandescent
*Please see accessories pages for options
white/ivory
teardrop
23-12-19
12”T x 7.5”W

white/ivory
droplet
23-24-19
7.5”T x 9.5”W

custom grey bubble pendants

amber cone
30-49-126
12”T x 7”W

amber ellipse
30-15-126
7”T x 9”W

bronze cone
30-49-128
12”T x 7”W

bronze ellipse
30-15-128
7”T x 9”W

steel blue cone
30-49-134
12”T x 7”W

steel blue ellipse
30-15-134
7”T x 9”W

alabaster cone
30-49-135
12”T x 7”W

alabaster ellipse
30-15-135
7”T x 9”W

BUBBLE PENDANTS
These works continue the language of
contrast of the lattimo and banded lines
but use a swath of textured whipped
glass. This is then paired with a selection
of soft colors and simple forms. The
bubbles cloud and diffuse the bulb as
well as add an element of patterning
on nearby surfaces. Hand blown and
shaped in lead free crystal.
*UL listed line voltage fixture
*MAX WATT 40 incandescent
*Please see accessories pages for options

clear cone
30-49-48
12”T x 7”W

clear ellipse
30-15-48
7”T x 9”W

grey cone
30-49-133
12”T x 7”W

grey ellipse
30-15-133
7”T x 9”W

gold topaz happy lights

clear happy light

H A P P Y

clear
24-56-48
4”T x 4”W

steel grey
24-56-88
4”T x 4”W

lime green
24-56-89
4”T x 4”W

opaline
24-56-101
4”T x 4”W

aubergine
24-56-91
4”T x 4”W

sargasso
24-56-90
4”T x 4”W

gold topaz
24-56-92
4”T x 4”W

amber
24-56-126
4”T x 4”W

L I G H T S

These works play with the reflective and
malleable qualities of glass. This line
consists of heavy thick-walled pieces,
which are hand manipulated to create a
creased and singularly individual form for
each piece. The works are either blown
in solid clear crystal or use the Italian
technique of ‘sommerso’ or encased
color. Inspired by the the happy vase line,
the happy lights take advantage of the
thickness and brilliance of our crystal to
create a light with unending refractions.
Hand blown and shaped in lead free
crystal.
*Low voltage fixture with ETL listed components
*MAX WATT 20 halogen
*Please see accessories pages for options

clear barnacles and urchins

clear bubble orbs

SMALL THICK LIGHTS

clear bubble square
24-57-129XS
8”T x 3.5”W

clear barnacle
24-58-48XS
7”T x 5.5”W

These small thick crystal pieces focus
on the way glass forms and light play
with each other. Whipped glass clouds
the bulb on the bubble lights, while
hand rendered texture creates unique
projected patterns on the urchin and
barnacle lights. These low voltage fixtures
can be hung singularly from a monopiont
canopy or as a grouping for a statement
piece. Hand blown and shaped in lead
free crystal.
*Low voltage fixture with ETL listed components
*MAX WATT 20 halogen
*Please see accessories pages for options

clear bubble orb
24-44-129XS
4.5”T x 4.5”W

clear urchin
24-59-48XS
4.5”T x 6”W

clear barnacle

clear square bubble

ELBOW SCONCES

clear round happy
round plate: 27-44-48
square plate: 38-44-48
glass: 5”T x 5.5”W

clear round bubble
round plate: 27-44-129
square plate: 38-44-129
glass: 5”T x 5.5”W

clear urchin
round plate: 27-59-48
square plate: 38-59-48
glass: 4.5”T x 5.5”W

This series of wall sconces is classically
inspired. Scaled versions of our pendants
extend from elegant metal armatures.
The proximity of the glass to the wall
allows for each piece’s unique light
pattern to be magnified. Hand blown
and shaped in lead free crystal.

1.5”

BACKPLATE
SQUARE
OR
ROUND

3.5”

4.5”

*UL listed line voltage wall sconce
*MAX WATT 40 incandescent
*Please see accessories pages for options
clear square bubble
round plate: 27-57-129
square plate: 38-57-129
glass: 6.5”T x 4.5”W

white/ivory lattimo egg
round plate: 27-19-19
square plate: 38-19-19
glass: 7.5”T x 5.5”W

clear barnacle
round plate: 27-58-48
square plate: 38-58-48
glass: 7”T x 5.5”W

iris sconce

moonlight sconce

LED SCONCES

moonlight sconce
54-107-236
8”T x 8”W x 4.5”D

The moonlight sconce embraces the
optics created by the thickness of the
glass and the intricacies of encased air
bubbles. The iris sconce uses mottled
clear thick glass and a cast bronze
heat sink to create a fixture that is a
combination of ancient crafts and
forward thinking. These LED fixtures with
driver included can be mounted to the
wall or ceiling. Hand blown and shaped
in lead free crystal.
*Light source: 3.2 WATT LED

iris sconce
53-106-48
8”T x 9.5”W x 4”D

6 light linea chandelier

LINEA CHANDELIERS

2 light clear round bubble
3’ spread with 4’ overall drop
56-90-129-2A

The linea chandelier utilizes rigid
horizontal lines to space individual glass
shades hung on cloth cord. Light and airy,
the fixture has a subdued elegance that
can be built to suit specific applications.
A variety of glass shades and finishes are
available and customizable per project.
No molds are used, and each glass shape
is unique. Hand blown and shaped in
lead free crystal.
*UL listed line voltage fixture
*MAX WATT 25 incandescent

6 light clear round bubble
6’ overall drop
56-90-129-6A

antler chandelier

ANTLER FIXTURES
The antler fixture utilizes modular
components of machined aluminum
and can be customized to suit specific
applications. A variety of glass shades
and finishes are available. These
components can be used to create large
chandeliers, sconces, or ceiling mount
fixtures. No molds are used, and each
glass shape is unique. Hand blown and
shaped in lead free crystal.
*MAX WATT 25 incandescent

8 light scuro antler chandelier
shown in matte dark bronze finish
26”T x 36”W x 28”D

A C C E S S O R I E S

L O W V O LTA G E F I N I S H O P T I O N S
STANDARD LOW
VOLTAGE CANOPY
Sold separately
4.5” round monopoint
canopy with transformer

SATIN NICKEL
24-LV-CSN

DARK BRONZE
24-LV-CBZ

Included with each
low voltage light:
light assembly
7’ cord
fast Jack connector
halogen bulb
finish options:
-SN (satin nickel)
-BZ (dark bronze)

SPECIAL ORDER MULTIPORT LOW VOLTAGE CANOPIES

Various canopy sizes and shapes available. Please inquire for pricing and options.

16” ROUND
9 light fixture
shown with opaline
happy lights

20” ROUND
17 light fixture shown
with clear bubble
orb lights

33” RECTANGLE
14 light fixture shown with
clear happy lights

24” SQUARE
20 light fixture shown
with clear barnacle and
urchin lights

L I N E V O LTA G E F I N I S H O P T I O N S
Included with each line voltage pendant:
light assembly
6’ cord
5” round canopy
bulb

STANDARD CANOPY FINISHES
DARK BRONZE

POLISHED NICKEL

SATIN NICKEL

BRUSHED BRASS

ORDERING CODES
Please select finish and cord color;
add to end of the product number:

-BZ-BC
-BZ-WC
-BZ-BP
-BZ-WP
-BZ-CP
-BZ-GC

(dark bronze, black cloth cord)
(dark bronze, white cloth cord)
(dark bronze, black plastic cord)
(dark bronze, white plastic cord)
(dark bronze, clear plastic cord)
(dark bronze, grey cloth cord)

-SN-BC
-SN-WC
-SN-BP
-SN-WP
-SN-CP
-SN-GC

(satin nickel, black cloth cord)
(satin nickel, white cloth cord)
(satin nickel, black plastic cord)
(satin nickel, white plastic cord)
(satin nickel, clear plastic cord)
(satin nickel, grey cloth cord)

-PN-BC
-PN-WC
-PN-BP
-PN-WP
-PN-CP
-PN-GC

(polished nickel, black cloth cord)
(polished nickel, white cloth cord)
(polished nickel, black plastic cord)
(polished nickel, white plastic cord)
(polished nickel, clear plastic cord)
(polished nickel, grey cloth cord)

-BB-BC
-BB-WC
-BB-BP
-BB-WP
-BB-CP
-BB-GC

(brushed brass, black cloth cord)
(brushed brass, white cloth cord)
(brushed brass, black plastic cord)
(brushed brass, white plastic cord)
(brushed brass, clear plastic cord)
(brushed brass, grey cloth cord)

CORD COLORS

1.

2.

3.

5.

4.

6.

1. clear plastic cord
2. white plastic cord
3. white cloth cord
4. black cloth cord
5. black plastic cord
6. grey cloth cord

ELBOW SCONCE FINISHES
DARK BRONZE

SATIN NICKEL

POLISHED NICKEL

Please select finish;
add to end of the product number:
-BZ (dark bronze)
-SN (satin nickel)

-PN (polished nickel)

BRASS CHAIN

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS
CHAIN

PIPE

Includes approx. 2’ of chain with canopy,

Includes 1/2” round pipe and canopy

fabric cord, and connectors

STAINLESS CHAIN

for OAH between 0’-4’:
C1-BS-PO-KT (polished brass)

24-LI-BZP-4 (dark bronze)

C1-SS-PO-KT (polished stainless)

24-LI-PNP-4 (polished nickel)

C1-BS-SA-KT (satin brass)

C1-SS-SA-KT (satin stainless)

24-LI-SNP-4 (satin nickel)

for OAH between 4’-8’:

ADDITIONAL LINKS
brass 6”chain link

stainless 6”chain link

polished

polished

C1-BS-PO

C1-SS-PO

or satin

or satin

C1-BS-SA

C1-SS-SA

*Our brass is a living finish and will patina over time.

24-LI-BZP-8 (dark bronze)
24-LI-PNP-8 (polished nickel)

CABLE
Includes 6’ cord and cable with
canopy and connectors
24-CA-SN (satin nickel)

CUSTOM CANOPIES

Line voltage custom canopies and
fixtures available. Please inquire for
pricing and options.

6“

24-LI-SNP-8 (satin nickel)

24-CA-PN (polished nickel)

PIPE

CABLE

C O N T A C T

U S

www.siemonandsalazar.com
info@siemonandsalazar.com
p 888 578 9504 f 714 641 6616
3501 w. segerstrom avenue
santa ana, california 92704

